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Abstract

Deuterium pellets are injected into an initially pure hydrogen H-mode plasma in order to
control the hydrogen:deuterium (H:D) isotope mixture. The pellets are deposited in the outer
20% of the minor radius, similar to that expected in ITER, creating transiently hollow electron
density profiles. A H:D isotope mixture of approximately 45%:55% is obtained in the core
with a pellet fuelling throughput of Φpel = 0.045Paux /Te,ped similar to previous pellet fuelling
experiments in pure deuterium. Evolution of the H:D mix in the core is reproduced using a
simple model, although deuterium transport could be higher at the beginning of the pellet train
compared with the flat-top phase.
Keywords: tokamak, isotope mix control, pellet fuelling
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Complete removal of isotope separation from the fuel loop,
however, could make control of the isotope mix impossible.
The D:T ratio in the plasma core can gradually drift from its
pre-mixed value, for a number of reasons. Firstly, it has been
widely observed in tokamak plasmas that different hydrogenic
isotopes have moderately to significantly differing energy
and particle confinement parameters, with transport typically
reducing at higher isotope mass. Gyro-kinetic analysis and
modelling have identified mechanisms for this differentiation
of the tokamak particle transport coefficient between hydrogenic isotopes [1–4], although in practice the resultant density profile separation is expected to be weak. However, the
isotope dependence of pedestal transport is more uncertain.
Secondly, for engineering reasons, neutral beams are likely to
inject pure deuterium as planned on ITER.

To maximize the power produced by a fusion reactor the
deuterium:tritium (D:T) isotope mixture should be kept
close to 50%:50%. This can be achieved simply by fuelling
the reactor with pre-mixed DT fuel. Such a fuelling scheme
would avoid isotope separation in the reactor’s outer fuel loop
and only requires hydrogen isotopes to be separated from
helium and impurities. Avoidance of isotope separation will
reduce the cost of the reactor, but more importantly it will
decrease the dwell time of tritium in the outer loop and reduce
the amount of tritium in the reactor.
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(ω = 2ωcH , 51 MHz) is used with total power of PRF = 3.3 MW
so that the total auxiliary heating power during flat-top is
Paux = 9.6 MW.
After a stationary hydrogen H-mode has been established,
additional fuelling by deuterium pellets from the high-field
side is applied. (The choice of high-field side launching is to
mimic the ITER situation which takes advantage of the magn
etic drift effect and results in deeper pellet deposition compared with low-field side injection.) As seen in figure 1(b) each
pellet causes a sharp increase in the line-integrated plasma
density. The nominal pellet volume given by the extruder is
40 mm3 . Using the ‘double-cut’ technique (which changes the
circular pellet cross-section to a ‘moon-like’ cross-section) we
reduced the pellet volume by approximately a factor of two to
get closer to the ITER situation: the volume of fuelling pellets
in ITER is 90 mm3 [7], which scaled by plasma volume corresponds to 11 mm3 in JET, about half being ‘double-cut’ pellets.
Pellet size is variable when using the double-cut technique, as
seen in figure 1, because of higher sensitivity of pellet shape to
the extrusion rate compared with conventional injector operation. Pellets are applied in feed-forward mode. Before pellets
are injected into the plasma their frequency and size are measured in a microwave cavity utilizing the change of resonance
in the presence of the pellet. The averaged values over the
interval t = 12.2–15.0 s are fpel = 9.7 Hz for pellet frequency
and Npel = 8.5 × 1020 atoms for pellet particle content, so
that the pellet fuelling rate is Φpel = 8.2 × 1021 atoms/s. The
pellet velocity is ∼ 90 m s−1.

Although the fuelling efficiency of neutral beams is low
it is still comparable to the fusion rate, and thus beams could
lead to an excess of deuterium in the plasma core. It could
be mentioned here, however, that in ion temperature gradient
(ITG) regimes the sensitivity of isotope peaking to the isotope
source is expected to be weak [4, 5] and depends more on core
isotope boundary conditions and electron density peaking.
Finally, departure from a 50%:50% isotope mix can arise from
different particle exhaust and wall recycling for deuterium
and tritium, affecting the core boundary conditions. Due to all
these uncertainties ITER is planning full isotope separation
and two sets of pellet injectors, one for pure tritium and one
for pure deuterium [6, 7]. In DEMO a compromise solution
with partial separation (bypass) is considered [8].
The requirement for accuracy of control of the isotope
mix itself is not very demanding. At fixed electron density,
ignoring helium and impurities, keeping fusion power within
say 5% of its maximum value requires a D:T density ratio
within nT / (nD + nT ) = 0.4–0.6. The main uncertainty is the
time scale over which the isotope ratio should be controlled in
this window and what throughput of pure tritium is required
to achieve that.
This question cannot be answered directly even on JET
as the pellet injector is not designed to operate in tritium.
Nevertheless, pellet fuelling experiments can be designed
in JET which partially address the aforementioned problem.
Firstly, deuterium pellets could be injected into plasma which
has been pre-fuelled by tritium gas and beams, and such an
experiment is proposed for the next DT campaign in JET.
Another possibility of how to contribute is to inject combinations of hydrogen and deuterium pellets and observe and
understand different isotope behaviours. The present paper
describes one such experiment in which pure deuterium pellets were injected into hydrogen plasma and successfully
maintained the H:D isotope mix close to the 50%:50% target.
We note that isotope control using pre-mixed HD pellets was
performed on ASDEX Upgrade [9] including very detailed
documentations of the preparation and diagnostics of mixed
isotope pellets. Finally note that isotope experiments using
pellets are rare but there is a considerable body of data on iso
tope dependences using gas and beams from previous experiments on TFTR [10, 11], JT-60U [12] and JET [13] as well as
recent data from JET and ASDEX Upgrade [14].

3. Measurement of the isotope mix ratio
During injection of deuterium pellets into hydrogen plasma
the isotope mix ratio was measured by four independent
methods as listed below.
3.1. From neutrals by Balmer-alpha and Penning gauges

Figure 1(a) shows the ratio nD / (nH + nD ) as measured by
Balmer-alpha spectroscopy in the divertor and in the Penning
gauges in the subdivertor. The values agree well, which is not
surprising as both methods measure the isotope mix ratio of
neutrals in the divertor region. It can be also observed that
both ratios need about 2 s to reach the flat-top value of
nD /(nH + nD )edge neutrals ≈ 0.35.

2. Experimental setup
The experiment was performed on JET with ITER-like
walls with a plasma current Ip = 1.4 MA and a toroidal
field on geometric axis BT = 1.7 T . The divertor was in
the corner configuration for both the inner and outer legs.
Plasma fuelling was provided by hydrogen gas with a rate
of ΦH2 ,gas = 6.7 × 1021 atoms/s , which was reduced to
5.2 × 1021 atoms/s during the pellet phase (see figure 1(c)).
The plasma was heated by hydrogen neutral beams with total
flat-top power of PNBI = 6.3 MW . The corresponding particle
source from the beams is ΦH2,NBI = 1.5 × 1021 atoms/s . In
addition, RF heating at the second harmonic hydrogen resonance

3.2. From CX

Information about the isotope ratio of ions in the plasma core
can be obtained using charge exchange (CX) spectroscopy.
This system is different from that described in section 3.1.
Two Gaussian functions are fitted to the hydrogen and deuterium Balmer-alpha CX lines assuming the same temperature
and rotation for both isotopes. The key element of the analysis
is to achieve very good subtraction of passive background
light. We have employed modulation of the neutral beam
used for CX spectroscopy and remove all frames of data with
2
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of relevant parameters during the isotope control experiment. Traces from the top to the bottom: (a) isotope
mix ratio from Balmer line spectroscopy (red line), Penning pressure gauges in the divertor (blue line), charge exchange (CX) spectroscopy
at R  =  3.43 m (normalized minor radius r/a  =  0.27) (blue symbols); (b) core line integrated density ne L ; (c) hydrogen gas puff rate.
(d) Isotope mix ratio profile from CX spectroscopy for the time interval shown by vertical lines in panel (a). The vertical lines in panel
(d) represent the magnetic axis and separatrix, respectively. For a given radius different data points represent different times.

Figure 2. Simulation of isotope mix by the JETTO code. (a) Total neutron rate RDD,th . (b) Core line integrated density ne L with error bar
of 5 ×1017 m−2 . (c) Central electron temperature from Thomson scattering (blue symbols) and central ion temperature as imported into
JETTO (red line). (d) Calculated central isotope mix ratio nD /(nH + nD ) from the neutron rate. (e) Electron and ion temperatures and ( f )
electron density profiles before and after the fourth pellet (for timing see the vertical bars in panels (b) and (c)). In panels (e) and
(f ) electron density and temperature are measured by Thomson scattering.

3
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edge-localized mode (ELM) crashes or pellet injection due to
strong variation in the background light. Details of these diag
nostics will be published elsewhere. In our case the isotope
mix ratio can be evaluated well inside the plasma with some
limitation close to the magnetic axis and outer part of the
plasma where error bars become very large. The CX method
gives the flat-top value of (figures 1(a) and (d))

neutrons expt
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1.0

nD /(nH + nD )R=3.1–3.4 m ≈ 0.45.
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This core value is somewhat higher than the neutral gas measurements from the edge plasma.
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The isotope mix ratio can be deduced indirectly from the
neutron rate. Figure 2(a) shows that application of deuterium
pellets causes an increase in the neutron rate from virtually
zero to the flat-top value of Rn = (3–4) × 1012 neutrons/s,
confirming that the deuterium from pellets penetrated into the
plasma core and produced DD fusion reactions. Assuming
that all neutrons are the result of a thermal DD reaction, and
knowing the density and temperature profiles, one can convert the neutron rate into the isotope mix ratio in the centre.
The problem is the discrete nature of pellet fuelling which
makes the plasma density transient at all times. To include
this element into the analysis, we calculated the plasma density using a model while keeping the temperature fixed from
the measurement. The model evolves hydrogen and deuterium
densities independently as a response to particle sources and
particle transport. In other words temperature is treated interpretatively while densities are treated predictively. The simulation was done by JINTRAC code suite [15]. The particle
sources include beams, pellets and neutrals, and are calculated
by PENCIL, HPI2 and FRANTIC codes, respectively. The
boundary condition for FRANTIC is set by a neutral hydrogen
flux of Φ0 at the separatrix.
The particle transport is modelled by the JETTO code. For
the plasma core the particle diffusivity is D = CD × χBgB,
where χBgB is the geometric average of the electron and ion
Bohm/gyro-Bohm heat diffusivities [15, 16] and the CD multiplier is set to be the same for hydrogen and deuterium.
A modest inward anomalous pinch is also included, as
v/D = −CV r/a2 . The motivation for core particle transport
modelling was to infer the particle transport coefficients D and
V, leading to experimental agreement for later comparison
with higher-fidelity first-principle-based modelling. At the
plasma edge the particle transport is modelled by the ‘continuous ELM model’ [17] in which the particle diffusivity inside
the edge transport barrier is enhanced when the pressure gradient exceeds the critical value of α > αcrit . Comparison of
the simulation of edge density with experimental data reveals
that the aforementioned ELM model does not fully describe
the post pellet ELM loss mechanism. Namely, ELMs remove
pellet material faster than in the model and they also act more
deeply than the edge transport barrier. To include this we
added transient post-pellet outward convection in the form
of v = v0 × exp [− (t − tpel ) /τ + (r/a − 1) /∆] where v0
is the amplitude of outward convection, τ is the duration of
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured and simulated neutron rates
during the scan of particle transport coefficients: (a) diffusivity scan
with CD = 2, 4, 5 and 7 at CV = 0.4 and (b) pinch velocity scan
with CV = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 at CD = 4.5.

the enhanced post-pellet convection and Δ is the normalized
radial depth of the zone of the enhanced convection. Note that
the need to extend the radial extent of ELM-related particle
losses more deeply than the pedestal width has been recognized in previous simulations [18].
Figure 2 shows the result of the simulation with the following parameters Φ 0 = 2.7 × 1021 atoms/s, CD = 4.5,
CV = 0.4, v0 = 7 m s−1, τ = 50 ms and ∆ = 0.25, and using
the same values for hydrogen and deuterium. All these param
eters are derived iteratively from the fit to experimental data as
it is described below. The calculation is performed in a limited
time interval starting just before the first pellet and finishing
after the seventh pellet, i.e. when the neutron rate approximately reaches its maximum value.
Figures 2(c), (e) and (f ) document how the experimental
ion temperature was imported into the simulation, in par
ticular its central value to which the thermal DD fusion rate
is very sensitive. The central ion temperature from carbon and
neon CX is measured with coarse time resolution and with
a larger error bar. Nevertheless, in our plasma the electron
and ion temperature are similar with good accuracy, as seen
in panel 2(e), and we assume Ti = Te. In addition, figure 2(c)
shows that the central electron temperature is quite constant
in time without transients which would otherwise introduce
large variation of the neutron rate.
Figures 2(b) and (f ) compare measured and calculated
electron density. It is seen that the simulations reproduce well
the temporal evolution of line-integrated electron density,
including pellet-induced transients. The comparison of density profiles across the fourth pellet (figure 2(f )) also shows
that density peaking just before the pellet is well captured by
the simulation. The model also describes the pellet deposition
depth as calculated by the HPI2 module [19] and confirms the
shallow pellet deposition, similar to that expected in ITER.
The simulation sometimes underestimates the amplitude of the
pellet density perturbation. This is a result of the continuous
4
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mechanism could produce a neutron rate comparable to the
thermal–thermal levels [21]. We do not have tools to evaluate
the precise contribution of knock-on to the calculated neutron
rate, and consequently the isotope mix ratio. We speculate
that if the knock-on effect is relevant it is probably during
the beginning of pellet train where the discrepancy between
modelled and measured neutron rates is largest. In support of
this, CX measurement during the flat top phase (figure 1(d))
does not show significant reduction of the deuterium density
towards the plasma core that would be required to accommodate non-thermal neutrons.
In summary, assuming that all neutrons are due to thermal
DD reactions then the isotope mix ratio, as calculated by the
JINTRAC code, is shown in figure 2(d). It is seen that at the
time of maximum neutron rate (~11 s) the ratio is:

ELM model which already starts to remove the pellet particles during the pellet deposition phase. This is in contrast to an
experiment where pellet particles are removed in discrete steps
during the ELMs, as described in the next section.
Figure 2(a) compares the measured neutron rate with that
calculated by the JETTO code. The neutron rate was also
checked with TRANSP [20] and good agreement with JETTO
was found. The agreement between the measured neutron
rate and that calculated by JETTO is rather good, taking into
account the large sensitivity of the thermal DD reaction rate to
ion temperature. The simulation also describes well the transient responses of neutron rate on individual pellets during the
flat-top phase. The sensitivity of the calculated neutron rate to
a selection of transport parameters is illustrated in scans shown
in figure 3. It is seen that the experimental neutron rate can be
broadly bracketed by simulations using diffusivity parameters
CD = 2–7 and CV  =  0.2–0.6. The wide range of these param
eters does not mean that they represent the uncertainty in the
fit. They rather reflect the fact that these parameters vary in
time while in our simulations they are constant. This is clearly
seen in figure 3 by comparing the neutron rate during first
and fourth pellets (at 10.2 s and 10.6 s, respectively). At the
fourth pellet the choice CD = 4.5 and CV  =  0.4 fits well with
the neutron rate, while the same setting at the first pellet systematically underestimates the measured neutron rate.
We do not have full explanation for this discrepancy. One
possibility is the isotope dependence of particle diffusivity.
During the first pellet, plasma is still predominantly composed
of hydrogen, while during the fourth pellet about one-third of
ions are deuterium so that the effective ion diffusivity could
be higher at the beginning of pellet train compared with later
phases. Indeed this can be effectively introduced in the model
by the time-dependent multipliers CD and CV. However, the
discrepancy in the early neutron rate could be also related to
the recent observation of anomalously fast propagation of the
isotope mix ratio. This effect is recalled below at the end of
section 4.2 and its investigation under our conditions will be
the subject of a dedicated paper.
Another possible explanation for the increase in neutron
rate could be a non-Maxwellian distribution of deuterium
ions. Indeed, inspection of neutral particle analyser spectra
shows an increase of deuteron fluxes for energies of 300 kV
to 800 keV with an e-folding energy scale of 123 keV. This
increase correlates with the timing of the pellet train. There are
two possibilities for how deuterons can be accelerated to such
high energies, and both are related to RF heating which is continuously applied before and during the pellet train. The first
possible acceleration channel is the parasitic four-harmonic
resonance ω = 4ωcD. To test this we ran a shot JPN 91238 with
modulated RF heating and found that the changes in neutron
rate were fully in line with changes in electron temperature
and parasitic resonance was not required to explain the neutron
rate (note that this shot had deuterium beams so the neutron
rate was due to beam–thermal interaction). The second possibility for how to accelerate deuterons to the aforementioned
energies is elastic nuclear collisions between RF accelerated
hydrogen ions and cold deuterium ions, the so-called knockon effect. Order of magnitude estimates indicate that such a

nD /(nH + nD )r=0,neutrons ≈ 0.44.

This value is close to the CX measurement and close to the
target value of 0.5.
4. Fuelling efficiency
The efficiency of isotope mix control depends on two mech
anisms: (1) the amount of pellet particle flux required to keep
the plasma density and isotope mix at the plasma edge at the
prescribed value and (2) the characteristic time of propagation of the isotope mix from the pellet deposition zone to the
plasma core. These two processes contribute multiplicatively
to the pellet fuelling efficiency, i.e. good efficiency requires
simultaneously a long enough lifetime of pellet density perturbation and fast enough particle transport in the core. The next
sections quantify these two factors separately.
4.1. Pellet particle flux

As shown in previous sections, a deuterium pellet particle flux
of Φpel = 8.2 × 1021 atoms/s is sufficient to keep the isotope
mix ratio at nD / (nH + nD ) = 0.45 during flat-top. (The pelletrelated particle confinement time is Ne /Φpel ∼ 0.24 s where
Ne ∼ 2.0 × 1021 is the number of electrons in the plasma.)
During the same time interval the averaged pedestal electron
temperature is Te,ped = 0.33 ± 0.05 keVwhich gives a pellet
fuelling flux of Φpel = 0.045 Paux /Te,ped . The reason why the
pellet particle fuelling throughput is expected to be a fixed
factor of Paux /Te,ped is that in our experiments pellet fuelling dominates the particle flux at the pedestal and convective
ELMs represent a significant fraction of particle and energy
loss. For more details on this value in our experiments see
[22, 23] and for ITER assumptions see [7].
To compare our value of Φpel with the case of deuterium pellets and deuterium plasma we can write
Φpel,D→D = Φpel × (nH + nD )/nD which gives:
Φpel,D→D = 0.10Paux /Te,ped .
(1)

The coefficient on the RHS of equation (1) is higher by a factor
of 1.4–2 than that found in our previous pellet fuelling experiments in pure deuterium plasmas [23]. Although the dataset is
5
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Figure 4. Detail of transients around the fourth pellet: (a) edge line integral density, (b) ELM signals, (c) neutron rate. The shaded area in
panels (a)–(c) approximately represents the interval with an inverted density gradient. (d) Plot of the normalized particle flux ΓD /nD versus
the normalized density gradient dnD /dr/nD at r/a  =  0.5. Corresponding time labels are shown.

still small, one possible explanation for this discrepancy could
be the assumption that the plasma removed by ELMs in the
mixed isotope case has the same isotope mix ratio as the measured time-averaged values given above for different diag
nostics. However, during the post-pellet phase, when most of
the losses occur, the lost plasma could have an isotope ratio
closer to that of the pellet (deuterium in our case), which in
turn will result in a smaller first coefficient in equation (1).
This similarity in pellet fuelling throughput in different experiments points towards the same pellet particle loss mechanism,
namely the dominant role of ELMs. Indeed, looking closely
at the post-pellet line-integrated density signal (figure 4(a))
it is clear that the particles are lost in discrete events coinciding with ELMs. It takes about five ELMs to remove mat
erial deposited by a single pellet. This ratio is about the same
as expected on ITER where the ELMs/pellet frequency ratio
is expected to be about 40 Hz/10 Hz. Nevertheless the relative pellet size, and consequently the ELM size, is larger than
that permitted on ITER. This is even true for a burst of highfrequency ELMs which immediately follow the pellet, as
seen in figure 4. For those ELMs the normalized inverse frequency is 1/(fELMs τE ) = 1/(133 Hz × 0.13 s) = 5.7%, that is
about 10 times larger than the value required in ITER. Here
δWELM /Wtot ∼ 1/(fELMs τE ) is the size of an ELM that would
carry all the energy transport losses. In summary the relation
(1) is derived under the condition of an ITER like ratio of
ELMs/pellet frequency, but the relative sizes of both pellets
and ELMs are larger.

neutron rate signal in figure 4(c). This situation is transient.
This is detailed in figure 4(d), where the simulated deuterium particle flux at r/a  =  0.5 is plotted against the density
gradient during one pellet cycle around the fourth pellet. The
slope of this graph determines the deuterium particle diffusivity. When evaluated during the post-pellet phase lasting
70 ms the linear regression gives DD = 1.38 m2 s−1. Note
that this value comes from the Bohm-gyroBohm model
with the CD multiplier as described in section 3.3. In nor
malized units the deuterium diffusivity is DD /χef f = 0.41.
Here χef f = q/(ne ∇Te + ni ∇Ti ) = 3.3 m2 s−1 is the exper
imental effective single fluid heat diffusivity averaged over
the pellet cycle and q is the total heat flux density. It has to
be noted that pellets can also modify the temperature profile due to local cooling and this can change heat diffusivity
itself. In our case the changes in heat diffusivity are within
χef f = 2.4–3.8 m2 s−1 . Finally, it is interesting to see that the
value of DD /χef f is similar to those inferred from density
peaking experiments in pure deuterium plasmas [24, 25].
As mentioned previously, neutron rate simulations could
indicate that penetration of deuterium to the plasma core is
faster at the beginning of the pellet train than during the later
pellet fuelling phase. If enhancement of the neutron rate by
a knock-on effect is insignificant then the value of DD /χef f
could be higher by a factor of up to about three during the first
pellet, as seen in figure 3(a) from the low value of the simulated neutron rate during the first pellet, even for an elevated
particle diffusion multiplier of CD = 7. One possible interpretation is that propagation of deuterium to the core depends on
the isotope mix itself, or that transport properties of hydrogen
and deuterium (e.g. their pinch velocities) are different from
those in our transport model. This would link our data to the
previous observations of enhanced particle diffusivity in the
trace tritium experiment [26] and experiments with a variable H:D mix [5], although both were with gas fuelling. The
main observation in these experiments is that the propagation

4.2. Core particle transport

When a pellet is injected into a plasma it creates a transient zone of reversed gradient of deuterium density. As a
consequence, the deuterium ion particle flux reverses from
outwards to inwards and consequently the deuterium concentration in the core increases, as manifest by an increase in the

6
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of ion isotope mixing could be anomalously fast. The gyrokinetic simulations show that indeed in the ion temperature
gradient regime the diffusivities for both ion species are
higher than the electron diffusivity DH ∼ DD > De [4]. This
could explain the fast propagation of isotope mixing from the
edge to the core even with similar (but not equal) diffusivities for hydrogen isotopes. In other words our assumption of
similar particle transport coefficients for the different isotopes
does not contradict a possible ‘isotope effect’, whereby transport may be significantly modified when transitioning from
a hydrogen-dominated to a deuterium-dominated plasma, or
vice versa. For a given turbulence regime, set up by a given
plasma composition, the difference in transport coefficients
between the various isotopes is expected to be relatively small.
The detailed gyro-kinetic modelling of core particle transport
under our condition of isotope mixing by pellets is outside
the scope of this paper. This work is now ongoing and will be
subject of a separate paper [27].

find the minimum isotope separation ratio which is still consistent with reliable burn control.
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5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated control of the hydrogen isotope mix
in the plasma core when one isotope is delivered solely by
shallow pellets from the edge. In our case we used deuterium
pellets while neutral beams and gas fuelling used hydrogen.
The isotope mix in the core was measured directly by CX
spectroscopy. In addition, the isotope mix ratio was indirectly deduced from modelling using the JINTRAC code
by matching the neutron rate and electron density including
pellet transients. Both methods show that the H:D isotope mix
in the core reached a ratio of 55%:45%, close to the target.
The pellet particle flux required to reach such a mix ratio is
Φpel = 0.045Paux /Te,ped. This value is in line with conventional shallow pellet fuelling experiments using deuterium
pellets and deuterium plasma. Such similarity indicates that
the pellet fuelling efficiency is governed by the same particle
loss mechanism regardless of isotope mix, namely convective
loss due to ELMs.
Deuterium is fuelled by edge pellets, and its particle transport is consistent with a simple model. Modelling also suggests that deuterium particle diffusivity could be higher at the
beginning of the pellet train, when the plasma mainly consists
of hydrogen, compared with the flat-top phase. For efficient
burn control there is a demand for fast response of the iso
tope mix ratio to the source modifications. As shown here this
could be of the order of the energy confinement time. Future
work will concentrate on modelling the particle transport in
the pellet cycle with more first-principles-based transport
models.
Although the need for accuracy of isotope ratio control
does not look very demanding it is important to understand
all aspects of this control loop. In particular the question of
isotope separation is important. It becomes clear that isotope
control by pellet injectors with pure isotopes is very expensive
and leads to a high tritium inventory with all its consequences
for the environment. It is therefore important to build the
physics basis for integrated pellet fuelling/isotope control to
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